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State College Head Resigns
Over Centralization Dispute

By Lawrence Miller

The resignation of Dr. William B. Carlson, president of the State University of New
York at Stony Brook, is yet another example of how a determined minority can
make a president change his mind. Five years ago, the president opposed an integra-
tional program proposed by Governor Averell Harriman, the New York State Board
of Regents and the president of the State University of New York.

The program called for an intercollegiate affiliation of all the state's colleges
and universities, with a centralized administration in Albany. The president
opposed the plan for four reasons: he felt it would interfere with the autonomy of
his colleagues, create a bureaucracy, result in a reduction of academic standards,
and overly saturate the area. But he felt that the governor had a mandate from
the people and he was willing to yield to the state's will.

This time, however, the president had learned a lesson. He is not only
comfortable with the idea of a larger, centrally managed university but has
actually formed a plan for one. Carlson's proposal for a specialized one-campus
state university is well thought out and fundamentally sound.

The president has stated that he is not the only one concerned with the
establishment of a centralized university. The study committee, which
was formed by the president to explore the ramifications of the intercollegiate
affiliation, has recommended that the Board of Higher Education establish a
specialized one-campus state university. The plan is one of several to be
considered by the Board of Higher Education.

Carlson's proposal is based on the following criteria:

1. A new university would be established on the site of the
   present State University of New York at Stony Brook.

2. The new university would be self-supporting and
   would not receive any state funds.

3. The new university would be a center for research and
   education.

4. The new university would be a focal point for the
   academic community of the state.

5. The new university would be a center for the
   cultural and intellectual life of the state.

The president has stated that he is not the only one concerned with the
establishment of a centralized university. The study committee, which
was formed by the president to explore the ramifications of the intercollegiate
affiliation, has recommended that the Board of Higher Education establish a
specialized one-campus state university. The plan is one of several to be
considered by the Board of Higher Education.

Baruch Spurrs Speculation
By Dismissal of Biographer

The reason Bernard M. Baruch dismissed his official biographer, Margaret Coit, after having read only part of
her manuscript, has become a literary source of interest to Professor Howard Zinn.

Professor Zinn, who has been working on a biography of Baruch, asked to see the
manuscript of the biography. Baruch agreed to show the manuscript to Professor Zinn
and to let him read parts of the book. However, when Professor Zinn asked to read
the entire manuscript, Baruch refused to authorize its publication.

Professor Zinn said that he was disturbed by the fact that Baruch refused to
authorize the publication of his biography. He believes that Baruch's decision
was based on a fear of publicity that would damage his reputation.

Professor Zinn also said that he was concerned about the implications of
Baruch's decision. He believes that Baruch's decision may have implications for
the future of biography and the freedom of the press.

Baruch's decision to dismiss his official biographer has raised questions
about the nature of biography and the role of the biographer. Professor Zinn
believes that Baruch's decision was based on a fear of publicity that would
damage his reputation. He also believes that Baruch's decision may have
implications for the future of biography and the freedom of the press.

Professor Zinn also said that he was concerned about the implications of
Baruch's decision. He believes that Baruch's decision may have implications for
the future of biography and the freedom of the press.

Professor Zinn also said that he was concerned about the implications of
Baruch's decision. He believes that Baruch's decision may have implications for
the future of biography and the freedom of the press.
**Technological Studies Subsidized by Grants**

The five municipal colleges are undertaking research projects which may lead to new teaching methods that may not come into existence for years. Grants totaling more than $16,000 are being made available by the City College of New York. These grants are being used to subsidize research projects in several fields, including psychology, sociology, and education.

As part of a study in sociology, Brooklyn College has been conducting a research into the factors that influence the career choices of its students. The study, which is being conducted by Dr. Robert C. Blumen, chairman of the sociology department, has shown that students who have taken courses in psychology are more likely to choose careers in the social sciences.

**FCSA...**

Plan New Tech Center

The Baruch School is spending $8,000 on a new building, the new Tech Center. The president of the school, Dr. Royce S. Pitkin, stated that the new facility was necessary to accommodate the increasing number of students in the technical departments.

**Queen's, Hunter to Present Arts Courses on Airwaves**

Both Hunter and Queens Colleges will take to the airwaves to present courses this semester. The courses will be broadcast on WPIX, Channel 11, and feature both Hunter and Queens professors.

**Work Starts to Change Baruch School Wiring**

Robert Marshall, head of Physical Education at Baruch School, said that the project is necessary to meet the needs of the school to make use of new machinery, which operates only on current.

**Prom Queen Named**

Patty Reynolds, an 18-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Reynolds of 345 East 46 St., New York, was named Prom Queen by the Baruch School Student Council.

**Off the Wire**

A nationwide college survey of college courses by a group of professors has revealed that many students are not fully aware of the importance of the electrical industry. And, what's more, many of the courses offered in this field are not up-to-date.

Young people like Penn Post are an important part of General Electric, according to Mr. Post, who has been with the company for almost 20 years.

**Queen's University in Canada**

Queen's University in Canada has announced that it will be offering a new course on the history of the Chinese species. The course is designed to provide students with an understanding of the role of China in the development of the world's civilization.

**Flank 'em off**

A University of Colorado professor of psychology, Dr. John Doe, has developed a new technique for teaching students to use the microscope and an ultra-violet spectrophotometer.

**Austin Presents Appeal to State Commissioner**

Austin, the principal of the Austin High School, has presented an appeal to the State Commissioner to have his position restored.

**Vermont Educator Asserts Exams Cultivate Juvenilism**

Dr. Royce S. Pitkin, president of Goddard College, stressed that the present day system of examinations in colleges and universities hinders a student from "flexing his muscles," as it were.
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The East River at 12:30 this afternoon will be decorated with a 200-foot long heart in honor of Valentine's Day. The heart has been made by the students of the Baruch School and will be illuminated by 10,000 electric lights. It will be visible from a distance of five miles.

Postpone Building... The Student Body has condemned future architectural plans for the School. The decision was reached after a long and heated discussion, during which many students expressed their dissatisfaction with the current plans. The Student Council has been asked to consider alternative designs.

End Social Affairs... The Student Body has condemned future architectural plans for the School. The decision was reached after a long and heated discussion, during which many students expressed their dissatisfaction with the current plans. The Student Council has been asked to consider alternative designs.

Notes and Comments... The Student Body has condemned future architectural plans for the School. The decision was reached after a long and heated discussion, during which many students expressed their dissatisfaction with the current plans. The Student Council has been asked to consider alternative designs.

THE FILING LINE

By Stewart Kampelmacher

The4.1 years to come. We have recently seen clear evidence that proposals for large scale developments are likely to be affected. The attitude much more vividly by its mass representation is an old, worn out building which could be converted into a modern facility. How can one now have pride and respect for the institution?

The atmosphere at this School marks the final plunge into the abyss of apathy. We are facing a situation in which the Council in the future might want and does not care about School-Wide social events. The Baruchians have made their will known—namely what the Council has lost on its three million dollar site, marks the final plunge into the abyss of apathy. We are facing a situation in which the Council in the future might want and does not care about School-Wide social events.

The Baruchians have made their will known—namely what the Council has lost on its three million dollar site, marks the final plunge into the abyss of apathy. We are facing a situation in which the Council in the future might want and does not care about School-Wide social events.
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Baruchians, have made their will known—namely what the Council has lost on its three million dollar site, marks the final plunge into the abyss of apathy. We are facing a situation in which the Council in the future might want and does not care about School-Wide social events.

The Baruchians have made their will known—namely what the Council has lost on its three million dollar site, marks the final plunge into the abyss of apathy. We are facing a situation in which the Council in the future might want and does not care about School-Wide social events.

The Baruchians have made their will known—namely what the Council has lost on its three million dollar site, marks the final plunge into the abyss of apathy. We are facing a situation in which the Council in the future might want and does not care about School-Wide social events.
City College Fund Sets Yearly Total

This year the City College Fund hopes to raise $200,000. The final figure in 1947 under the name of the City College Fund was $150,000. Its original purpose was to provide funds for the construction of a new auditorium for the college.

From 1940 to 1947, the college acquired land between 130th and 135th Street that had previously belonged to Manhattan College. It was decided that the one million dollars, collected during the interval, would be used for the construction of a new building for use as a student center.

This is accomplished through the organization of the City College Fund. The purpose of the fund is to attract contributions from alumni, friends, and other sources to underwrite the construction of a new building for the college.

One of the most important functions of the City College Fund is the granting of money to students in need. This is accomplished through the organization of the City College Fund.

The City College Fund supports the entire upkeep of the college, which, in turn, is intended to attract donations from alumni, friends, and other sources to underwrite the construction of a new building for the college.

The City College Fund also provides for the maintenance of a larger staff, which, in turn, is intended to attract donations from alumni, friends, and other sources to underwrite the construction of a new building for the college.

The City College Fund also provides for the maintenance of a larger staff, which, in turn, is intended to attract donations from alumni, friends, and other sources to underwrite the construction of a new building for the college.
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Graduation Causes Enrollment Decline

College regulations prohibit the using of any other textbooks except the one approved by the department for that given course.

Applications are not available for those who have taken a course in English 101, 102, or 103 and the instructor in charge of the English course has notified the student of his intention to conduct the course without the use of textbooks.
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The pregame ceremonies of the College of Liberal Arts class of 1958 included the recognition of the outstanding student of the class by the selection of the weekly football team. The award was given to the student who had demonstrated the highest degree of excellence in scholarship, leadership, and athletic ability.

The award was presented by the President of the College, Dr. Harry N. Wright, to the student who had been selected by the faculty and the students of the class. The award was presented to the student who had been selected by the faculty and the students of the class.

The award was presented by the President of the College, Dr. Harry N. Wright, to the student who had been selected by the faculty and the students of the class.
Beaver Backcourt Slot Occupied by Groveman

By Sid Davidoff